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WHAT IS HARASSMENT?
! Someone is harassing you if:
! They are doing things that make you feel

uncomfortable;
! They are saying things that make you feel

uncomfortable;
! They are putting you at risk;
! They are doing anything that makes your job more

difficult than it should be

REMEMBER
! If you believe you are being harassed you must

let someone know. You can tell the harasser but
you should also go to a superior or human
resources and inform them.
! If a person is unaware that what they are doing

bothers you, they have no reason to stop. Once
they are informed, they then must cease the
behavior or face the consequences.

UNLAWFUL WORKPLACE
HARASSMENT
! Unwelcome or unsolicited speech or conduct

based on race, sex, creed, religion, national
origin, age, color, or handicapping condition.

HOSTILE WORK ENVIRONMENT
! An environment that both a reasonable person

would find hostile or abusive and one that the
particular person who is the object of the
harassment perceives to be hostile or abusive. It
is determined by looking at all of the
circumstances, including the frequency of the
allegedly harassing conduct, its severity,
whether it is physically threatening or
humiliating, and whether it unreasonably
interferes with an employees work performance.

QUID PRO QUO HARASSMENT
! This is unwelcome sexual advances or requests

for sexual favors, or other verbal or physical
conduct when:
! Submission to such conduct is made either

explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an
individual’s employment
! Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an
individual is used as such as the basis for
employment decisions affecting such individual

WHAT IS WORKPLACE
HARASSMENT?
! Workplace harassment is when someone harasses you while you are doing your job or a

job related activity. A harasser can be anyone you come in contact with because of your
work.

! Boss
! Supervisor
! Manager
! Member of Board of Directors
! Coworker
! Customer
! Delivery Person

WORKPLACE HARASSMENT
CONT’D
! Workplace harassment can happen anywhere

that is related to work:
! Lunchroom

! Wash areas or restrooms
! Break rooms
! Production line
! In an office
! At a company function off site (Company party,

etc.)
! On a business trip
! A meeting in someone’s home

WHAT DOES THE HARASSER
BELIEVE?
! He might not think he is harassing you.
! She might be very surprised when you call what

she is doing harassment.
! He may not mean to make you feel

uncomfortable. He is only treating you the way
he has learned to treat women, or other people.
! She might feel she has the right to behave this

way with you.

WHAT BELIEVED CONT’D
!

He may not think his actions should have that big an impact on you.

!

She might be angry because you are assertive or question her way of
doing things.

!

He might want to push you out of a job that he believes is for “men
only”.
!

!

OR MAYBE

He knows he is upsetting or harming you and just enjoys the feeling of
power when he treats you badly.

No matter what he thinks, it is wrong and he can, and must, stop.

HOSTILE WORKPLACE
ENVIRONMENT
! Touching, Grabbing, Groping, etc.
! Inappropriate e-mail, fax, etc.
! Rubbing up against someone unnecessarily
! Inappropriate or unwanted gifts
! Interfering with someone’s ability to do their job
! Not sharing job related information
! Offensive jokes

HOSTILE WORKPLACE CONT’D
! Comments regarding one’s sexuality, race,

religion, disability, etc.
! Intimidating behaviors, postures, or words
! Continuing to show interest in someone even

though the answer has been “No”
! Showing anger inappropriately
! Inappropriate compliments

